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Abstract

Resumen

Urban interruptions, directly affect urban systems of a city, looking at
pedestrian flows, public transportation, commercial activities and services.
Once identifying the site of the Sabana Station as a border vacuum within
the urban texture of Bogota’s city center, a number of urban and architectural strategies may be projected to transform the border vacuum into an urban
hot spot. This investigation reveals the effects of the abandonment, the obsolescence and urban decay of an ex-industrial area with its infrastructural
grid on the neighborhood surrounding it, considering urban, architectural,
social, economic and cultural aspects. Formulated strategies aim to convert a
Border Vacuum into a cultural and artistic hub taking into consideration the
arguments, ideas and theories of authors such as Jane Jacobs who defined the
term Border Vacuum and analyses its effect, Françoise Astorg Bollack and
Francesco Cherchi who present the opportunity of old abandoned buildings
to revive a neighborhood and the relations between the private and public
spaces. Finally Camilo Osorio, with his essay on Fronteras Blandas (Soft
Borders) and his strategies to convert a barrier into a connector between
private and public spaces and a point of contact for various urban system.
The study of the authors’ arguments as well as an analysis of the area
of the Sabana station lead me to demonstrate the results and efficiency of the
proposed strategies from an urban master plan to an architectural solution
of a selected area of the site to deliver a project benefiting a community and
its surroundings.

Las interrupciones urbanas, afectan directamente a los sistemas urbanos
de una ciudad, considerando los flujos peatonales, el transporte público, las actividades comerciales y los servicios. Una vez identificado el sitio de la Estación
de la Sabana como un vacío fronterizo dentro de la textura urbana del centro de
Bogotá, se pueden proyectar una serie de estrategias urbanas y arquitectónicas
para transformar el vacío fronterizo en un punto clave urbano. Esta investigación revela los efectos del abandono, la obsolescencia y la decadencia urbana de una zona ex-industrial con su malla infraestructural sobre el barrio a su
alrededor, considerando aspectos urbanos, arquitectónicos, sociales, económicos
y culturales. Las estrategias formuladas pretenden convertir un vacío fronterizo en un centro cultural y artístico teniendo en cuenta los argumentos, ideas
y teorías de autores como Jane Jacobs que definió el término vacío fronterizo y
analiza su efecto, Françoise Astorg Bollack y Francesco Cherchi que presentan la
oportunidad de los antiguos edificios abandonados para revivir un barrio y las
relaciones entre los espacios privados y públicos. Finalmente Camilo Osorio, con
su ensayo sobre Fronteras Blandas y sus estrategias para convertir una barrera en
un conector entre los espacios privados y públicos y un punto de contacto para
varios sistemas urbanos.
El estudio de los argumentos de los autores así como el análisis del área de
la estación de la Sabana me llevan a demostrar los resultados y la eficiencia de las
estrategias propuestas desde un plan maestro urbano hasta una solución arquitectónica de un área seleccionada del sitio para entregar un proyecto que beneficie a una comunidad y su entorno.

Keywords: Urban Design, Architecture, Border Vacuum, Bogotá, Colombia,
Thesis, Cultural & Artistic
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1- Introduction

“This is a job of work whose goal is precision, delicacy, amiability and attentiveness: being attentive to people, uses, buildings, trees, asphalt or grass surfaces, to what already exists.
It’s a matter of causing the least inconvenience or no inconvenience at all.
It’s a matter of being generous, giving more, facilitating usage and simplifying life.”
– Attitude by Lacaton and Vassal
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Introduction
Within the second half of the twentieth
century, cities across the world have experienced rapid expansions in order to respond
to the various changing social and economic
conditions. This phenomenon was especially
evident in Europe, following the decades of
industrialization and urban expansion of the
nineteenth century as well as the aftermath of
the second world war, in the need to rebuild
the cities to accommodate its increasing population. In the second half of the twentieth
century, the expansions of the cities were not
limited to housings and public buildings, with
a growing economy, industrial zone within
and around the cities were developed and with
it an infrastructure to support it (Diefendorf,
1989). To preserve property value, the economy, and the efficiency of the cities’ structure,
policy maker began to set limits to protect
from industrial zoning upon residential zoning. Master plans dictated the cities’ pattern
of traffic circulation, density levels, public
spaces, and industrial zones (Fainstein, 2020).
The industrial areas or cities were designed to
produce maximum industrial benefit and efficiency by optimizing production. However,
with experience like Philadelphia and Detroit
in the United States serve as argument to illustrate that the most specialized and linked
to a single activity a neighborhood or a city is
design to serve, the more difficult it is to revitalize its social and urban structures (Fernandez Agueda, 2009). Philadelphia from the
ninetieth century to the first half of the twentieth century was known as the “Workshop of
the world” and Detroit the car manufacturing
center of the twentieth century. Both cities depended on a single industry and grew around
that industry. Overtime, industries slowly
started reducing their production capacity
leading to closure of many production facilities to move overseas. The cities then began to
lose their industry, however they did not have
other activities to hold their economy by lack

of economic diversification, flexible and heterogeneous industrial investment (Fernandez
Agueda, 2009).
Obsolescence and Urban Decay
Coming into the twenty-first century,
the world has experienced a change in its economy into services, research and technological
innovation, leaving most of cities nowadays
with buildings, land sites, neighborhoods and
sometimes entire cities abandoned. When
such sites were considered the heart of the
economy, of social interactions and the reason for other industries or infrastructures to
develop alongside it, nowadays, they are often
ignored and avoided which creates divisions,
dead ends, insecurities, etc. (Ballock, 2013).
This phenomenon is well explored
through the discourse of Obsolescence, which
first aimed to understand the causes of commercial buildings’ financial decline in northern American cities such as New York or
Chicago through the National Association of
Building Owners and Managers (NABOM)
obsolescence studies and the engineer Reginald Pelham Bolton’s book Building for Profit:
Principles Governing the Economic Improvement of Real Estate. The results of the studies
were able to identify key factors for the obsolescence of such sites, being, the influence of
fashion, change of habit, competition, development of new territory, shifting of the centers of population and business, altering lines
of transit, change of district character, need
of better services, inadaptable interior layout
(Abramson, 2012).
Obsolescence and its discourse focus
on the temporality of architecture within a
capitalist system taking into account its utility in time of use and economically, often at
the cost of quality of life and of urban social
conditions. Neil Brenner, explores at various
scales, the urban fabric in a capitalist system,
where he argues the role of urbanization in the
profit of a capitalist industrial development.

Evoking Lefebvre metaphor, the “mille feuille”
(French dessert made in layers) to illustrate the
“Urban growth machine political-economical
strategy” (Brenner, 2019: 252) shaping the
city’s growth and industrial development for
better profit and efficiency in time (Brenner,
2019). In the context of this investigation, obsolescence and temporality of the architecture
is key to understand the current state of ex-industrial buildings, land sites or infrastructure to propose the adequate solutions in-line
with the user’s expectation throughout time
(Abramson, 2012).
In the context of the investigation, it is
significant to point out the relation between
industrial sites and infrastructural ones, often intertwined. Indeed, while industrial sites
were developed, infrastructure was developed
to accomodate the needs of the industries by
the creation of roads, railways, telecommunication systems, canals, etc. Consequently,
the abandonment of industrial areas lead to
the abandonment of various infrastructures
whose activities depended on the industrial
activities and caused various and/or continuous urban voids resulting social, economic,
political and local issues (Swarup, 2015).
At the end of the twentieth century,
Kevin Lynch, an American urban planner, offers some solutions to face obsolescence and
decay. These solutions, together with more
recent ones often were employed by European industrial zones may explain the decay of
European industrial neighborhoods and subsequently their infrastructure has not been as
important as in the United States (Fernandez
Agueda, 2009). The solution by Kevin Lynch
being to encourage new businesses instead
of reinforcing old ones and to promote local
investment. The areas in decay should define
abandonment and conservation zones so that
services could adapt and step back selectively
allowing used areas to preserve their activities
and maintenance. Finally to take advantage

of the decay by promoting “a sense of history
and community solidarity , a burden decrease,
a slower rhythm and more generous services”
(Lynch, 1991).
Objective of the Investigation
Such conditions are not exclusively observed in European or American cities, but can
also be observed in Latin American city, such
as the capital of Colombia, Bogota. Bogota being the main area of interest to support this
investigation, during the nineteenth century,
Colombia showed an interest in developing a
railway system across the country to connect
the more isolated regions to the main cities in
the aim to modernized the nation and to create efficient commercial routes especially from
the coast to the capital (Nieto, 2011). As such,
the railway system in Colombia was born and
with it a number of industrial zones depended
on the train stations, such as the Station of the
Sabana in the city center of Bogota, considered as an important chapter of the national
industrial heritage (Nieto, 2011). Located near
Plaza San Victorino which was part of an infrastructure in the process of industrialization
and modernization of the capital, the site of the
Sabana train station is now closed and partly
abandoned, which leaves us the challenge to
face obsolescence of an infrastructural network within a neighborhood that developed
to support the need of industries bringing into
the city goods by building warehouses, commerce and various infrastructures to link with
the rest of the city.
Both the site and the neighborhood
around it, decayed over time after the closure
of the train station. For the sake of this investigation, obsolescence is tackled by considering
buildings with a limited lifespan and therefore death, as stated by John Ruskin, seeing
architecture with a body and a soul. Where
the body may be restored, but the spiritual element, the soul of the building dies overtime
together with the decay of the materials.
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Ruskin however, argues the possibility of a
rebirth of an architecture while accepting
the relinquishment of its authenticity, of the
original truth of the architecture (Chatterjee,
2012). Within a capitalist system, the train
station and its buildings were considered dead
when in the eyes of the economy bringing
goods through railways in Colombia were not
profitable. Applying the key factors previously
mentioned by the studies of the engineer Reginald Pelham Bolton the work of the architect
may be done to overcome the effect of the everlasting changes of cities (Abramson, 2012).
Change of habit, development of new territory, shifting of the centers of population and
business, altering lines of transit, change of
district character, need of better services and
inadaptable interior layout are all applicable
to the Sabana train station. Indeed the train
system in Colombia was left behind favorizing
airborne routes as it made sense economically
within a country with challenging topography.
Leading to change of habits of travelers but
also industries looking for better services and
faster travelling times, resulting in relocation
of the main ports for the city by developing
an international airport, new infrastructures
to support it and new neighborhoods. Referring back to the discourse of obsolescence and
more specifically architecture’s temporality,
the role of the architect throughout the building’s life is questioned. A case study such as
the Sabana train station, offers architects the
opportunity to try to “sustain the buildings’
usefulness and meaningfulness throughout
its life, for its inhabitants, for its community,
and for its society. This would be a response
not of a victim, celebrant or ideologue of capitalism, but of a critical realistic understanding
architecture’s historical relationship to capitalism and redirecting capitalism social effects
through architecture” (Abramson, 2012: 111).
This case study is especially interesting to investigate due to the fact that it is considered as

national heritage as it carries great symbolic,
cultural and historical values from embodying the country’s economic and social development of the twentieth century (MinCultura,
2015). Yet, nowadays the site and the values it
used to carry are isolated and concealed within a complex urban and social situation.
Hence, the objective of the investigation and of the project to be proposed, is to
argument the relevance of urban and architectural strategies in the analyzed urban context,
to give the opportunity to a community and
a neighborhood to reclaim a space currently
perceived as negative with an emotional burden to carry part of the history of the country,
the possibility to convert it for the good of the
community and to re-establish the activities
that once animated a dynamic neighborhood.
From an enclave to a magnet, indeed the investigation aims to transform a self-contained
area into an open area developed around a
community creating a magnet, an urban hot
spot as explored through Urban Catalyst publication, where the basic principle is to avoid
exclusion by creating attractors targeting a
specific community, which will build a public
character, an identity and a considerable role
in the city’s dynamic (Oswalt, Overmeyer, &
Misselwitz, 2013).
To start and build on the area’s identity, the investigation aims to build on punctual temporary interventions that took place on
the site and consolidate it by providing a space
that would allow permanent interventions.
Actually, a number of cultural groups in the
neighborhood have expressed their willingness and goal to focus on cultural production
for the good the neighborhood’s identity. Concentrating on consolidating cultural production will benefits the site itself and its neighborhood, economically, the opportunities it
gives to enterprising, innovative and creative
people.

Socially, by working and developing local initiatives. Evidently, culturally, as such hot spot
would increase overall cultural visibility and
network.
Research Question & Topic
With the objective of the investigation
clear and the exploration of various concepts,
such as Border Vacuum, Fronteras Blandas
(Soft Border) and adaptive reuse together
with a mix of various strategies to be defined
in order to respond to the identified issues of
the studied site. Tackling issues regarding the
introduction of new buildings, the rehabilitation of existing buildings and the accessibility
from private to public spaces. The site of the
Sabana Train Station has been analyzed from
its historical value to its place within an urban context and the intentions proposed for
the future of the site with its neighborhood.
Therefor the topic of this investigation may be
formulated as, Border Vacuum, obsolescence
and consolidation to reactivate the site and its
surroundings. When analyzing the “historical
value” of the site of the Sabana train station,
one should adopt an impartial method of a
judge in contrary to a savant as arguments
Marc Bloch. The judge determines the historical value by acknowledging various points of
views and witnesses (Bloch, 1952). “The good
judge questions the witnesses without any
other concern than to know the facts, as they
were. This is, on both sides, an obligation of
conscience that cannot be discussed.” (Bloch,
1952: 80).
The investigation is guided through the
exploration of how to transform the border
vacuum, that is the site of the Sabana train
station, to connect the surrounding neighborhoods, El Liston and La Favorita, with new existing urban systems as well as to reactivate the
space as a cultural and artistic hub for Bogota
through formulated strategies applied from an
urban proposal of the entire site to an architectural solution of a selected part of the site.

Hypothesis
Through various strategies to convert
the border vacuum such as burying the train
system, the permeabilization of the barrier,
the recovery of abandoned buildings, the development of a gate system, the introduction
of new buildings to consolidate and colonize
the border, the fluidity between public and
private spaces and the coordination of local
cultural and artistic organizations, new urban
and economic dynamics can be generated for
the site and its surroundings.
Method Description
To open-up the investigation, the quote
by Lacaton and Vassal from a lecture called
Attitude seems relevant to the work done. Indeed, such lectures from which the quote was
selected has helped to guide the investigation
and the proposals by being attentive to the actors involved or to be involved, looking at their
needs and how to improve their quality of living within the neighborhood, to interact with
different treatment of spaces while respecting
the identified urban context.
The context in which the investigation
of such iconic site was done, was singular,
due to the restrictions to visit both the surrounding and the site itself, in a moment of a
global pandemic, the Covid-19. However, the
unusual situation gave the opportunity to understand and analyze site not only from a personal perception and a traditional approach
but much more from the eyes of its users, of
the people living and working in the neighborhood as well as from various cultural and
artistic organizations who have been working
on the subject to transform positively the society focusing on creativity, in building a sense
of coexistence and community within the locality. The contact with some of these actors
was realized through interviews and informal
discussions.
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To support the investigation, the interviews of
the architect David Fuentes working for the
Ministry of Culture, Phillipe Lacroix director
of Estacion Cultural de Oficios (ECO), actors
of Fundación Atempo, local inhabitants and
workers.
A study of public documentation was
realized to support the analysis from the metropolitan scale to the neighborhood scale as
well as an historical analysis, using tools of
planification, management and financing for
the protection, conservation and sustainability of cultural heritage for instance.
The strategies formulated are a result
of a site analysis done at diverse scales, of an
exploration of urban and architectural concepts, together with an understanding of the
local initiatives and needs for the future of the
neighborhood. The strategies are aimed to be
applied in three steps, representing three different scales. An urban proposal, an urban
and architectural proposal and a focused architectural proposal.
A bibliographic study was done to best
support the urban and architectural solutions
for the site, focusing on selected concepts supporting the investigation, such as the concept
of the curse of the border vacuum by Jane Jacobs. The perception of abandoned industrial
site and adaptive reuse as a possible solution
by Françoise Astorg-Bollack and Francesco
Cherchi. The strategies to obtain “Fronteras
Blandas” (Soft Borders) by Camilo Osorio.
Lastly, the idea of visual and physical porosity
by Jane Jacobs, Luis Durán and Walter Benjamin.
With the analysis done supported by interviews of the community and bibliographic
studies the context may be considered favorable to present the proposal to reactivate the
site of the Estación de la Sabana.
Finally, to best propose the most appropriate urban and architectural solution for the
selected site, a case study analysis was done

looking at four types of case studies, Train
Stations, Reuse of Train Tracks, Industrial Site
Rehabilitation and Cultural Hubs. Each case
study was selected according to their relevance
to the initial questions and to the project to be
developed.
The Proposal
The train station of the Sabana, a site
identified as Border Vacuum the way Jane Jacobs defined it, proved the scar it is, in its urban context and how it affected the city and
its immediate neighborhood. The investigation aims to demonstrate the effect of such
area when closed and abandoned in order to
propose strategies to solve the degradation of
the heritage and the neighborhood in general, to solve the feeling of insecurities and the
lack of services in the surrounding neighborhoods. Looking at the original hypothesis of
the investigation, being, that through various
strategies to convert the border vacuum such
as burying the train system, permeabilizing
the barrier, recovering abandoned buildings,
developing an entrance system, introducing
new buildings to consolidate and colonize the
border, the fluidity between public and private
spaces and the coordination of local cultural
and artistic organizations, can generate new
urban and economic dynamics for the site and
its surroundings. Indeed, the analysis, the urban and architectural proposal proved the articulated hypothesis to be a possible solution
for the selected case study. A solution applicable at various level, from applying it to the
entire area with its neighborhood to a parcel
of the site.
Stakeholders
Understanding the role of stakeholders
and various actors involved within an urban
renewal project is key, it is especially true within the site of the Sabana Train station where a
number of conflicts within and around the site
animate the debate regarding the future development of the site and its neighborhood.

Conflict of uses within the site, as the land and
buildings are divided between four actors, being the Ministry of Culture, a cultural association, a real estate investment group and the
national police. The Ministry of culture being
the most active on site, looking to improve its
condition, and opening it up to the city through
the Escuela Taller and the Circus school benefit of the collaboration of the real estate investment group and the cultural association,
however, the national police occupying key
buildings on site (see figure 16), tend to avoid
communication and are reluctant to opening
the site. Conflicts of uses between actors are
also relevant around the site, leaving parts of it
in decay, partly abandoned and disconnected
from urban structures or commercial flows,
increasing illegal activities and insecurities.
Hence, the analysis of the possible involvement and interest of actors into the proposal
is essential. Three main groups of actors were
identified (See figure 33), Official, regrouping
the city hall, elected city representants, who in
this case show little interest in using the site
for future project, but have power in its realization, both influential and financial. Group of
actors already present on site, potential clients,
showing high interest in the future of the site
by improving its conditions and the relationships with the community. Power of influence
and financial from being clients and users. The
third group being the future users of the site,
which is the selected community to focus the
project as they have showed high interest in
using the space and improving its image for
the neigh- borhood. Finally, additional actors
are mentioned to support the groups of actors
such as public transport, private and local entitites, social leader, etc.
Strategies
The neighborhood being El Liston and
La Favorita located within the locality Los
Martires, an iconic site, it was once the door to
the capital city for merchant goods and visitors

coming from all over the country, La Estación
de la Sabana (Sabana Train Station). The investigation aims to highlight the role of the
site of the Sabana train station in the history
of the development of Bogota, but also its role
nowadays and the existing urban conditions
surrounding it, in order to best formulate urban and architectural strategies relevant to its
urban, social, economic and cultural context
supported by theorical resources, then illustrated in three steps.
First, an urban proposal for the entire
site of the Sabana train station and its surrounding at a scale of 1:1000, which aims to
illustrate the formulated strategies to understand how and where they apply within the
site.
Second, an urban and architectural proposal for the northern part of the site where a
selection of the selected strategies are applied
such as the development of new axis as a public space and a connector within and around
the site, the recuperation of existing buildings,
the consolidation of a community and the introduction of new buildings to consolidate the
site.
Third, an architectural solution for a
selected part of the site, focused on four new
buildings introduced to consolidate the site,
complement the design of the urban proposal
and represent some of the strategies formulated especially regarding the integration of urban systems and between the different treatment of accessibility of spaces.
The formulated strategies were first applied at the urban level by designing a master
plan of the entire site and its immediate neighborhood. This master plan allowed to apply
the strategies respecting the involved actors,
the existing urban condition of the surrounding neighborhood and to establish an urban
continuity.
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Select few structures that were constructed
after the closure of the train station are to be
demolished as they do not hold any memory
of the site or uphold any architectural importance. The structures to be demolished were
evaluated by studying different aspect considered by different authors in helping to define
the meaning of an architecture. Art and decoration as George Hersey indicates that decorative elements would reveal and reconstruct
the concept and phenomenology of identical
meaning (Hersey, 1988). A social meaning, important in the Sabana train station as it carries
a social implication reflected by the built environment of the neighborhood surrounding it,
hence symbolism as stated by Norberg-Schulz,
who specifies the significance of symbolism as
one of the most important issues in revealing
the meaning of a spatial and physical architecture (Norberg-Schulz, 1974). Understandably,
the decision to demolish selected buildings, in
addition to the previously stated elements was
the durability of the structures, indeed, most
were simple wooden or metal structure with
recycled metal roofing sheets.
The site is organized through a gateway
system allowing different treatment of accessibility along the site and various opportunities
for the site to be appropriated by communities. An important aspect of the proposal is the

Figure 1: Ex-Scalo Vanchiglia, Turin, IT.

identified vacant buildings or the sites around
the station, which in the long term, could be
reused to reinforce the newly developed axes
that run through the site.
The second step to apply the strategies is
made through an urban and architectural focus of the northern part of the site by designing a master plan at a 1:500 scale. This part of
the site was chosen to be further developed to
introduce new architecture consolidating the
site and colonizing the border, the adaptation
of existing buildings on the site and the development of public spaces and their relationship
to the neighborhood and private spaces.
For the third and final step, the strategies were able to be applied for the architectural proposal focusing on four buildings of
the area complementing each other and the
character of the master plan. It was done by
guaranteeing the continuity of the green public spaces, a permeability between the spaces,
and a continuity of the existing forms.
Relevance of the Strategies
To colonize the border of the border
vacuum is to consolidate it with new constructions, with an architecture to filter the
people accessing it, respecting the urban fabric around and within the site. It will allow us
to further develop the idea of the urban systems integration.

To integrate urban systems the concept of porosity between the public and private spaces
is essential for these systems to be integrated
and interacted with.
One should assume that the formulated
strategies are especially relevant to the studied
urban context, and in addition to consider, the
studied context as not a unique one, but rather a significant issue impacting lots of cities
that remained with ex-industrial sites and its
infrastructures, most commonly abandoned
train station left with an architecture and its
infrastructure carrying emotional or historical value within an urbanized context. Consequently, working as border vacuums as it often
interrupts the urban fabric and urban systems,
isolating itself from the rest of the city. Thus,
the strategies may be applied and adapted to
similar urban context around the world taking into consideration the cultural and social
aspect that may especially differ from what we
may encounter in European cities for instance.
Turin, for instance, located in the north
of Italy is especially renowned for its ex-industrial sites, a city that has developed an important automobile industry leaving nowadays a
number of industrial sites and its infrastructure to manage as coming into the twenty-first
century, the world has experienced a change in
its economy into services, research and tech-

Figure 2: Savannah Train Station, Bogotà, CO.

nological innovation. An ex-industrial site
where the formulated strategies could be adjusted and applied is Ex-Scalo Vanchiglia once
the train terminal serving surrounding industries. Nowadays, left abandoned and could be
qualified as a border vacuum. Turin and more
specifically, Ex-Scalo Vanchiglia would especially apply to the strategies opening up the
site, through barrier permeability, a development of a gateway system, the introduction
of new architecture at the border to filter the
people in and out.
Michigan Central train station is another possible case study where the formulated
strategies may be applied but taking into account the social and cultural differences where
the treatment regarding the access of the site
should differ and the relationship between the
public and private space may further be experienced. Michigan Central is especially an interesting case study for its localization within
the city of Detroit, where the station itself is
acting as a border but it is also surrounded by
infrastructures such as important highways
isolating the station and the Michigan river as
a physical border separating not only neighborhoods but two countries the United States
of America and Canada (See figure 3).
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Hence, in this case the relevance of the formulated strategies regarding barrier permeability, fluidity between public and private spaces,
and the development of a gateway system.
Estacion Alta Cordoba, in Cordoba Argentina, within a cultural and social context
similar to the one analyzed for the Sabana train
station in Bogota. The train station located to
the north of the city center is composed of the
main building with the railway and a large industrial site, now known as a train cemetery,
shows a clear interruption within a densely
built urban context. The site being closed and
inaccessible, the strategies formulated could
especially be relevant to establish connection
with its surrounding and regarding the recovery of the site itself but also of the structures
left abandoned that could benefit a particular
community and revitalize the neighborhood.
Finally, another site with a similar cultural and social context to the one studied in
Bogota, is the historical train station Rio Hondo in Mexico City. The site however does not
host buildings, but carries a symbol of what
the train system in Mexico was. The site, inaccessible acts as a barrier reinforced by the
river, important infrastructure and an commercial area. This barrier separates informal
neighborhoods to the south with few and services or urban systems available. The formulated strategies for the Sabana Train station
could to an extent apply and be relevant here.
Especially the ones regarding the urban system integration, the management of the site’s
relics together with planned structures to benefit a specific community and open up to the
surrounding neighborhoods.
Consequences of the Proposal
It is worth mentioning that any urban
planning for vast improvements within cities
may become a physical feature for the future
of the cities’ development and growth just like
Haussmann’s plan with the avenues and boulevard of Paris as arguments Thomas Hall (Hall,

1997). One of the questions Thomas Hall uses
to guide his investigation, is regarding the
consequences of the plans. “What were the
legal consequences of the plans, and how did
they actually affect subsequent urban development in the individual cities?” (Hall, 1997).
The consequences of urban development, as
one can conceive, may be positive, negative or
both but also social, economic, environmental, cultural, etc. It is powerful and important
to acknowledge the consequences of an urban
plan especially one that aim to modify and affect an entire neighborhood and community.
As does the one formulated through urban
strategies claims to do for the site of the Sabana Train Station and its neighborhood.
Burying the train system –
One significant consequence of burying the
train tracks, as stated in the strategy itself,
would create a new connection between the
municipalities outside of Bogota and the city
center, increasing the flow of people in the
neighborhood, encourage commercial initiatives within the Savannah train station but
also within the neighborhood around. Another significant consequence of having the train
system underground, is that it would free up
the space on the surface to establish better
connections within the surrounding neighborhood and space to develop an efficient
relationship between the buildings of the site
and the landscape.
Barrier permeability, Development of
a gateway system and Fluidity between public
and private spaces –
These strategies, in fact would be consequences of the previous one of having the train track
underground, but this strategy reinforces positive consequences such as the connection
to be established between the surrounding
neighborhoods but it offers as well new social consequences as it proposes a solution to
interact with the public spaces from private
ones.

Figure 3: Abandoned train station Michigan Central, Detroit, USA

Figure 4: Abandoned Site, Alta Cordoba, Cordoba, Argentina

Figure 5: Historical Train station Rio Hondo, Mexico City, Mexico
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Recovery of abandoned buildings,
memory preservation and Introduction of
new buildings to consolidate and colonize the
border –
The recovery of abandoned buildings, the
preservation of the memory of the site and
the introduction of new buildings would have
social, cultural and economic consequences.
Social from the fact that restoring abandoned
buildings would encourage initiatives to improve the neighborhood and the insecurities
would decrease. Cultural as the buildings to
be restored will benefit cultural and artistic
groups in search for a local identity. Economic
as the buildings to be restored will also house
commerce and businesses. However, the risk
of such initiatives as we can see in Thomas
Hall’s book, regarding Edinburgh’s New Town
expansion plans caused population displacement, (p41, Hall, 1997) an issue already significant in Bogota.
Gentrification and population displacement a situation common in Bogota, through
their tabula rasa strategies of urban renewal
and the Estrato system (Coulom, et al., 2019).
The renovation of existing structures or redevelopment in Bogota have showed interest in
investments in the surrounding built environment leading to higher rents. Gentrification
occurs when the rent gap is partially or wholly
closed, meaning the property is upgraded to
earn a value commensurate with its land value (Coulom, et al., 2019). Bogota’s city-parcel
system (Estrato) demonstrates the rent gap
that occurs after an urban renewal project and
the displacement it generates. As seen in the
urban renewal project of El Bronx, where the
land value significantly increased and with
it the rent gap for both commercial and residential real estate. For such neighborhood,
that used to host the poorest population of the
city and the displaced communities, the urban
renewal forced a population change from the
residential and commercial rents increasing

(Coulom, et al., 2019). A solution to minimize
the brutal change of rents which will result in
displacement, may be to adopt the solution
presented in the urban renewal of Las Aguas
where each communities present in the area
were involved in the decision making, creating concessions for community’s benefit, such
as a ten years “Estrato” freeze and relocation
allowances. The success and positive feedback
to limit gentrification and population displacement of the involvement of the various
stakeholders in the negotiation table for the
urban renewal Las Aguas set an example of
city planner in Bogota and altered the perceptions of how communities can be involved in
the proposals (Coulom, et al., 2019).
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2.1_ Analysis at Various Scales
The Sabana Station is located in the neighborhood El Liston and has an impact in the bordering
neighborhoods such as La Favorita both in the UPZ La Sabana within the Locality Los Martires
in Bogota. The neighborhood around the train station was once very commercial and considered a pivot point due to the merchandise coming from all over the country and arriving in
Bogota by the train station but also the door to the city for many visitors. It is then very interesting to have a look at the impact of the site from historical facts, socioeconomic data, the type
of population, the ecological system, the accessibility and the activities at various scales, from a
metropolitan scale to a neighborhood scale.
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Urban Scale

Metropolitan Scale
At a metropolitan scale, the place has a major
impact looking at various aspect. The first in
term of history, the place was a site were arrived a number of merchandise from all over
the country, the gate of the city for goods and
people coming by train. But the train station
was also a logistic center of transportation
through the railway system connecting the
both oceans, the Pacific and the Atlantic with
Bogota, hence the station was a symbol of modernity and progress. Such situation brought
various economic opportunities at a metropolitan scale, creating medium to high active
economic context with various agglomerations and some important economic centers.
After the train station closed the activities of
the area reduced which had an economic impact at the metropolitan scale which resulted
in massive transfers from the city to the immediate external part due to a decrease in

investment opportunities and employment
rates, such phenomenon is still observed in
the last 5 years. A change in the commercial
activities may be observed from a high turnout of informal commerce, resulting in a district mainly of commercial and non-residential vocation. Looking at socioeconomic data,
the economic status conditions per family is
similar to those of other homogeneous areas
in Bogota. According to the Dirección de Operaciones Estratégicas in 2018, from a Metropolitan scale, the Locality of the Martires still
present a prioritized economic opportunities
to be developed. Analyzing the major transportation system planned in Bogota, such as,
the Transmilenio, the metro and the Regiotram, we keep to identify the station as the
epicenter of the city. It keeps being a strategic
point to connect the city center with the entire
city and its surroundings.

At an urban scale, linked to the fact that the
economic activities changed after the train
station closed , the locality has lost most of its
original stable population now ranging from
19 to 59 years old. Some historical facts may
have a role in the displacement of the population, such as the Bogotazo, that participated
in the motivation of some of the residence to
migrate towards other parts of the city, which
resulted in a degradation and abandonment of
a number of building in the locality, together with a collective memory and traditional
practices done in the area. Compared to other larger localities in the city, the economic
participation is significant due to a number

of commercial centers, market places, specific
activities such as the ones linked to the central
cemetery and the proximity to the city center.
Even if the locality is not known for a residential area, it present average good quality of life,
looking at indicators such as the habitational
deficit, the deficit of services considered balanced or low. Where the locality fails to provide the inhabitant, is sufficient green and
public spaces, especially when comparing to
other large localities in the city. Nowadays the
locality of the Martires is part of the historic center of the city for its memory and heritage value even if it exist a lot of stigmatization
around this area.

Figure 6: Available land areas for effective development Source: SDP, 2019

Figure 7: Social and Economic Structure - ESE. Source:
Secretaría Distrital de Planeación - SDP, 2019

Figure 8: Stratification with VUI model. Source: DANE DIG

Figure 9: Stratification by block. Source: Alcaldia Mayor de
Bogotá.
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Neighborhood Scale

At a the local scale, we identified a number
of social conflicts and government abandonment creating illegal situations as represented
by the Cartucho or the Bronx both very well
known for their insecurity and illegal activities reinforcing the stigmatization of the city
center. To resolve this situation a number of
urban development, cultural and social strategies have been developed such as the programs to transform the Station of the Sabana
and its surrounding through the PEMP (Plan

Especial de Manejo y Protección), the POT or
Plan Parciales as the Plan Parcial de la Sabana
and the Plan Parcial de Renovación del Voto
Nacional. Various collectives as well were created to develop social and cultural strategies
to restore the image and memory of the area
through the art and culture. The area is also
in constant transformation due to a change in
land use coming from various conflicts of different origins.

At a Neighborhood scale, we have identified
that great economic vocation have faded with
the closure of the Station of the Sabana, very
common in various city when disassembling
industrial areas, the site itself and the surrounding lose in economic interest. Nowadays, the station is a scar in the urban texture
of the city with a wall surrounding the entire
site, which breaks the pedestrian, vehicular
and commercial flows. Such phenomena has
led to an abandonment and degradation of
various buildings surrounding the site, especially warehouses and heritage buildings. It is
also worth to mention that most of the population of the area is a floating population, meaning that most of the people just pass through
the area and go back to other parts of the city

at the end of the day, leaving this area without
or very few activities at night, attracting illegal
activities. This situation creates social conflicts
as well as conflicts of uses has been ignored
by the governments in charge and led to an
almost total socio-economic abandonment.
It exist a particular situation within the site
with a number of activities, especially social
and cultural initiatives that attempt to perpetuate the important memory of the place, not
only the tangible one but also the intangible
one. Such initiatives have been difficult to
achieve for the dimension of the intervention
and conflict of ownership of the land within
the site, leaving most building uncared for and
abandoned which contributes to the poor perception of the area.

Figure 10: Predominant use per cadastral lot. Source: POT
UPZ-LaSabana

Figure 11: Social and Economic Structure. Source: POT
UPZ-LaSabana

Figure 12: Cultural Heritage Day at the Savannah Station.
Source: Colectivo Atempo

Figure 13: Cultural Heritage Day at the Savannah Station.
Source: Colectivo Atempo
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2.2_ History of the Sabana Station and the Railway

During the nineteenth century, Colombia
shows an interest in developing a railway system across the country to connect the more
isolated regions to the main cities in the aim
to modernized the nation and to create efficient commercial routes especially from the
coast to the capital Bogota. The railway system
in Colombia was born and with it a number
of buildings for the train station, such as the
Station of the Sabana in the city center of Bogota. The train station was localized near the
Plaza San Victorino which was part of an infrastructure in the process of industrialization
and modernization of the capital.

Figure 14: Sabana Train Station, Calle 13, 1920

As the flows of passengers and especially the
amount of commercial goods coming in Bogota increased along the years, there was a
need to expand the train station and its capacity to store the goods as the warehouses were
not sufficient. It is in 1911 that the project of
the “Estación de la Sabana” was developed not
only as a single building but as an area with
various buildings and warehouses. It is in 1913
that the area was design by a Colombian Architect, Mariano Santamaria and the English
engineer William Lidstone. Among the newly

constructed building is the famous one that
serves as the image of the station, built in the
Neoclassical style, located in the Calle 13 with
the Carrera 20, it was declared National Monument in 1984 for its historical and cultural
importance.
However, when it was time to modernize the
railway system, to improve its efficiency by
the end of the twentieth century, a number of
issues presented itself in the process, the first
being economic difficulties to purchase the
appropriate technology to electrify the railway system, Colombia’s challenging terrain
to reach the capital makes the process much
more difficult as well, therefore the solution
was to turn towards alternative solutions such
as the development air transits and the roads
for instance. As the railway system was falling behind, its use became obsolete, hence,
most train station around the country were
left abandoned. The Sabana Train Station was
no exception, as the station closed in 1991, the
neighborhood around also changed as it was
mostly built in parallel with the station’s activities, with a number of commerce and warehouses nowadays left abandoned.
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2.3_ Perception around the Sabana Station

The barrier created by the site within the
neighborhood El Liston is reinforced by various elements such as the perimeter wall closing the site as well as the abandoned and deteriorated buildings both within the site and in
the neighborhood.
Such elements create a visual and physical
barrier which increases the sensation to be
enclosed and isolated when around the site of
the station. A clear break of the neighborhood
El Liston in two is observed as the western
part to the station is left without pedestrian,
vehicular, and commercial fluxes present in
the eastern part of the station. The perimeter
wall together with the abandoned buildings

Figure 15: Perception of the barrier and abandoned buildings

within the site create useless spaces, voids and
lead streets to dead ends which increases the
sensation of insecurity.
As previously mentioned and demonstrated in
the images, a number of buildings within the
site are ex industrial abandoned buildings and
within the neighborhood a number of warehouse structures are left abandoned and buildings are left in poor conditions with unappealing façade and broken windows. Such closed
abandoned or poorly maintained structures
decreases the level of attraction, increases the
risk of illegal activities within the abandoned
structures and deteriorates the heritage of the
neighborhood.
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2.4_ Conflict of Uses within the Site

Indeed, within the site of the train station we
encounter a number of conflicts due to the
various ownership of the buildings and land.
In fact the site of the train station is shared
between the Ministry of Culture, the National
Police and a cultural association. The most active within the site are on the land of the Ministry of Culture where a school, Escuela Taller
de Bogota currently uses a few buildings for
their classes and exhibitions spaces. Some of
the outdoor spaces re used by the school to
work outside and host event such as graduation or sport events with the community. Also

Figure 16: Ownership of the Land.

within the land of the Ministry of culture, the
school of Circus called Circo para Todos installed themselves and keep a good relation
with the Escuela Taller. The conflict is between
the National Police and the rest where they
have completely closed the excess to the site
and exist no communication or coordination
between the associations or school and the
national police. Making for instance the visit
of the site in times of global pandemic impossible and usually the organizations of events
or the discussion for the future of the station
more difficult.
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2.5_ Conflict of Uses around the Site

CONFLICTOS DE USOS Y FRONTERAS
VACIO FRONTERIZO
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COMERCIOS & VIVIENDAS

EDIFICIOS CULTURALES
EDIFICIOS EDUCATIVOS

ISLA URBANA

EL LISTON

CALLE 13
CALLE 13

CENTRO COMERCIAL
LA SABANA
PARQUE ESPAÑA
CENTRO COMERCIAL

PLAZA ESPAÑA

Figure 17: Analyzed Flows El Liston y la Favorita

Indeed due to the wound within the urban
texture created by the site of the train station I
have analyzed the uses and the fluxes around
the station. From the western part of the station we observe a number of warehouses some
left abandoned or in poor conditions. Some
commercial buildings are identified along the
Calle 13 as it is the main street with a high
number of cars and the Transmilenio (Bogota’s main public transportation system) passing and stopping. A residential area is then
located further west from the station.
The eastern part to the station however is
more active with more commercial activities
and some pedestrian and vehicular fluxes. The
fluxes present in the Eastern part are then bro-

ken by the site and both the area directly surrounding the site as well as the residential area
to the western part of the station are left without the fluxes. Such phenomena was analyzed
by Jane Jacobs in her book The Death and Life
of Great American Cities when talking of Border vacuums, she says, “In the case of railroad
track, the district lying to one side may do better or worse than the district lying to the other
side. But places that do worst of all, physically, are typically the zones directly beside the
track, on both sides.”. Within the Marco Teorico, I will explore and argument furthermore
regarding Jane Jacobs theory of a Border Vacuum.
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2.6_ PEMP and the Level of Intervention

The Station of the Sabana is part of the Plan
Especial de Manejo y Protección (PEMP)
which is a tool of planification, management
and financing for the protection, conservation
and sustainability of cultural heritage. Within
this plan a study was done to determine the
value of the buildings present on site. This value is determined looking at the meaning of
the building in maintaining the memory of
what the site used to be, the architectural and
structural value. The study also looks at the
soil and determines the level of conservation
of the green spaces and whether or not the soil
is permeable.

Figure 18: Level of Intervention

The plan here (Figure 18), categorizes the
buildings on site in 3 level, Level 1 - Integral
Conservation (in red), Level 2 – Architectural
conservation (in orange) and Level 3 – Contextual Conservation (in yellow). Such plan
allowed me to take various decisions regarding the strategies to adopt in developing the
project. Decisions such as where to possibly
open the building, where to keep the existing
structures and where is it possible to remove
the building to make place for new constructions in the aim to consolidate the site or to
colonize the border.
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2.7_ The Future of the Sabana Station

The Station of the Sabana is part of the Plan
Especial de Manejo y Protección (PEMP)
which is a tool of planification, management
and financing for the protection, conservation
and sustainability of cultural heritage such as
buildings, furniture, archeology, etc.
The station of the Sabana is within the PEMP
of the Historic Center of Bogota and more
specifically the PEMP-08-Estación de la Sabana. The PEMP offers a plan in which the
goal is to preserve the existing building giving
them new functions, 89% cultural and social
and 20% commercial. Within the proposal of
the PEMP, an important environmental aspect
is taken into consideration, taking back the
green space and opening it to the community,
to make it one of the biggest parc of Bogota.

Figure 19: Future of the Sabana Station

Around the site of the station, there is a number of vacant lots which are developed through
the planification tools such as Plan Parcial de
Renovación Urbana, especially one affecting very much the site called Plan Parcial de
la Sabana. This plan was adopted July 25th of
2015 with the general objectives to transform
the area of the station of the Sabana through
the configuration of a system of public spaces complementing the heritage buildings and
services located in the area.
The plan aim to develop within three lots beside the train station buildings with new uses
of commercial, services, and residential. Sadly,
the buildings to be develop seem to show no
relation with the train station and completely out of proportion towards a model of skyscrapers.
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2.8_ A Community

“In general, artistic and cultural processes have a claiming relationship with the territory. That
is, cultural activities and interventions seek to reclaim, for the city and its inhabitants, scenarios
that recognize diversity and offer conditions of security and inclusion.”
- Iniciativas Locales: Sueños y Relatos para la Transformación Social

Within the locality a number of associations
or schools are willing and motivated to work
to transform positively the society focusing on
creativity, in building a sense of coexistence
and community within the locality.
The associations, schools or independents artists identified in the map, all share a common
objective, some of them are already located
in the site of the train station other have had
work related with preserving the memory of
what the site used to be and represent.
Foundation like Fundación Atempo who have
organized days with the community within the

Figure 20: Plan of the Cultural and Artistic Collectives

site to understand what the site means to them
and creating a mural from it. As well as the Escuella Taller de Bogota who have been willing
to reuse some of the abandoned structure with
minimal intervention to benefit their activities
and have proposed a master plan in the occasion of an international competition to open
up the site of the train station to the city.
However, I found that it was missing a coordination between the various association to
make a real impact, hence, a Cultural and Artistic Hub of the site would be appropriate.

3- Theoretical Mark

3.1_ A Border Vacuum
3.2_ Abandoned Buildings and Adaptive Reuse
3.3_ Fronteras Blandas
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3.1_ A Border Vacuum

A Border Vacuum is a border not just like a
simple wall or something linear, but a border like an area, looking at the void created.
In fact, the term is best described by Jane Jacobs in her book “The Death and Life of Great
American Cities”, where she devoted an entire

chapter to this phenomenon “The Curse of the
Border Vacuums”. It analyzes that such border
can cut off various activities such as pedestrian, vehicular and commercial flows, which is
exactly the situation observed with the site of
the Sabana station.

“The root problem with borders, ..., is that they are apt to form dead ends for most users.”. p275
To argument the curse that a Border Vacuum
can be, Jane Jacobs arguments the railroad
has not only being a Border Vacuum but also
a social border, hence, the saying “The other
side of the track”. She also identifies a common
characteristic of such borders especially when
talking of railroads, that is that the area directly around the so called, Border Vacuum, are
the area in worst conditions, physically, eco-

nomically and socially. This is explained by
a vicious cycle, as these area are unattractive
for investment due to the noise, air pollution
from the steam engine back in the days and
the non-aesthetic appearance of railroads, the
existing buildings are low valued and left for
decay, which in turns decreases the level of attraction and its value.

“The places that do worst of all, physically, are typically the zone directly beside the track, on both
side.” p274
Figure 21: Train Tracks - A Border Vacuum

However, the term Border Vacuum does not all have in common the effect on the urban texstop to define railroad but includes as well ex- ture, of creating a wound, creating dead end
press-ways, large parking area, vacant lots, etc. streets, breaking the various flows of the city.
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3.2_ Abandoned Buildings and Adaptive Reuse
With the gradual dismantling of manufacturing industries and the conversion of the
economy into services, the research and technological innovation sectors have unleashed
massive processes of depopulation and abandonment of neighborhoods and sometimes
entire cities. Very much what happened to the
site of station of the Sabana with due to its activity and amount of commercial goods coming in, a number of warehouses, workshops
and related commerce were built within and
around the site. Most of these buildings were
left abandoned after the train station closed.

Such abandonment of industrial sites leads to
a series of deterioration of both buildings, but
also often the deterioration of the neighborhoods surrounding the abandoned buildings.
They often attract illegal activities, a sense of
insecurity, visual pollution, and sadly, the degradation of the buildings’ memory. Often the
solution adopted to give a second life to these
buildings and neighborhoods is called Adaptive Reuse.

“Rethinking abandoned buildings and adaptive reuse allows rethinking the links and connections
between open spaces and buildings.”
-Françoise Astorg Bollack: Old Buildings, New Form, New Directions in Architectural TransformationFrançoise Astorg Bollack, a French architect,
educator and preservationist focuses on the
possibilities that arise from designing with existing and historical buildings.
She presents her analysis in her book called

Figure 22: Abandoned Buildings of the Sabana Station

“Old Buildings, New Form, New Directions
in Architectural Transformation” of various
projects across the United States and Europe
that are adapting historical buildings to contemporary use.

“I have always loved old buildings. An old building is an obstacle but instead a foundation for continued action. Designing with them is an exhilarating enterprise; adding to them, grafting them,
inserting, knitting new pieces into the existing built fabric is endlessly stimulating.”
- Françoise Astorg Bollack
Adaptive Reuse as presented by the architect
and PhD, Pier Francesco Cherchi in his article,
“Adaptive Reuse of Abandoned Monumental
Buildings as a Strategy for Urban Livability”,
presents the idea that inaccessible places, often
acting as a barrier both visual and physical, of-

fer the opportunity to rethink abandoned buildings through adaptive reuse by looking at the
connections between open spaces and buildings
and to start new relationship between the buildings and the city by breaking down the perimeters and opening up new connections.

“Covered space offer new opportunities for regenerating a city, engaging in new relationships,
building new squares, and activating new unexpected connections between parts of a city.”
- Pier Francesco Cherchi
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It is indeed the conditions we have identified
within and around the site, an inaccessible site
acting as a barrier both visual and physical yet
offering promising opportunity to rethink and
improve the urban context through adaptive
reuse. I consider adaptive reuse a valid solution for this particular site and its urban context for few reasons as mentioned by Architect
Françoise Astorg Bollack and Pier Francesco Cherchi. The site of the Savannah Train
Station offers the opportunity to rethink the
space and its abandoned buildings to fill the
urban voids with useful functions for a community and to establish meaningful urban
connections between open and covered spaces
but also between the private and public spaces, often ignored or poorly managed in such
scenarios.

Figure 23: Abandoned canopies and train structures of the Sabana Station

Pier Francesco Cherchi in his research arguments necessary steps to consider adaptive
reuse as a valid solution. Considering these
steps indeed, the site of the Savannah Train
Station and its surrounding would best benefit from an adaptive reuse intervention. The
first step taking into consideration available
documents, and recent survey of the site and
the buildings to understand the prospects of
developing new or existing connections with
the city or landscape, looking at the shapes,
orientations, openings, etc. Indeed, within our
urban context we are able to study these relationship that previously existed with the city,
that are obvious as a train station aimed to
connect people and merchandise with the city
center. We are also able to identify the possible
new relationship to be developed with the city
and with a landscape as illustrated in the program later presented.
The second step which consist of considering
the historical and architectural value of the site
in general and its buildings. Such values often
carry emotional ones for actors involved, as I
was able to identify through the cultural associations such as Fundacion Atempo who have
carried out workshops with the community to
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understand their involvement and their feelings towards the site, the results have showed a
sorrow in seeing a site that was once so vibrant
left abandoned and the participant showed
special attachment to some of the architecture and infrastructure as they considered it
landmark for their neighborhood, such as the
main hall building and the train tracks.
The third step, consist of studying the physical state of the land and buildings to estimate
the restoration efforts to be done, from that
the decisions to conserve parts or all of the
buildings and the action to take towards the
restoration. Indeed, as the investigation will
argument (figure 18), most buildings are to be
saved, some will need to be modified to satisfy
the new functions or new connections identified necessary. Other buildings to be demolish
as they did not support the formulated strategies and did not have any emotional, architectural or structural meaning to the site or a
community.
Finally, the fourth step which consist of studying the compatibility of the new functions to
be introduced with the spaces. Taking into
consideration, the size, shape, economic feasibility, ability to activate a link with a community, ability to activate connections with the surrounding urban environment. Regarding this
aspect, while formulating the strategies, the
urban and architectural proposal a dialogue
was created between me and actors actively
working within the site, such as the architect
David Fuentes working for the ministry of culture or members of the Escuela Taller de Bogota based within the site and aim to take advantage of such space. A Cultural and Artistic
hub seems to be the most appropriate solution
due to the connections such hub could create
between communities and actively working
on the local identity of the neighborhood, due
to the opportunity to adapt the outdoor and
indoor space for cultural or artistic purposes .
A study of the actors to be involved was done
and illustrated in figure 33.
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3.3_ Soft Borders (Fronteras Blandas)

Camilo Osorio, an architect and master in
urban and territorial development from the
Universidad Politecnica de Cataluña – Barcelona Tech, presents in an essay called “Las
Fronteras Blandas”, the effect of inaccessible
borders and how they kill the public space by
interrupting the urban continuity, the major
urban flows and especially pedestrian flows,
that he considers important as the pedestrian
flows give life and a sense in the occupation
of the public space. Camilo Osorio arguments
that Fronteras Blandas are the solution to reactivate the public space, re-establish a sense
of safety around these borders and redefine
the integration and interaction of urban systems, such as the pedestrian flows. In order to
achieve the Frontera Blanda, three principles
should be taken into consideration, the Urban
Porosity, the Urban Mix and the Urban Integration.

Figure 24: Walls and Porosity towards public spaces

Urban porosity, he means a visual and
physical porosity between public and private
spaces. Physically by allowing fluidity and
continuity in the accessibility to public spaces. Visually by allowing the community to see
inside public space from the private space, in
the goal to attract as many people as possible
in the public space.
Urban Integration, he means to integrate the enclosed areas, the barrier, into the
urban continuity by reinforcing and introducing various urban systems, such as, public
transportation system, local service to validate
the residential uses.
Urban mix, he means to introduce within the area and the public space a mix of uses
and social status. This concept aims to blur the
line between social classes, to limit social segregations and limit unsafe situations.

“In general, a rigid border is impermeable, while a soft border is permeable, porous, and allows
people, concentrated and grouped mostly in private spaces, to move into the public and occupy
it.” – Camilo Osorio

4- Colonizing the Border or Urban Systems Integration

4.1_
4.2_
4.3_
4.4_
4.5_

Why Colonizing the Border?
Visual Interruptions
To Perceive the Porosity
Porosity, Integration and Urban Mix
Colonizing the Border as a Solution to Integrate Urban Systems
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4.1_ Why Colonizing the Border?

Colonize the border of the site to consolidate
the site with new constructions, with an architecture to filter the people who enter, respecting the urban fabric around and within
the site. Colonizing the border would also allow the integration of diverse urban systems,
natural, open public spaces, transportation,
vehicular, commercial and pedestrian, this integration would establish continuity in the urban texture of the city, eliminating dead-end
streets, controlling access to public space and
promoting physical and visual permeability
between public and private spaces.
To carry out the investigation, I chose a number of bibliographic references that helped me
to best identify the urban phenomenon created by the site of Train Station of the Sabana.
When the theme to be further developed was
selected to complement the analysis done and
to best serve the strategies to be developed for
the project, colonize the border to integrate
the urban systems made sense. The strategy
to both respond to the question of investigation of the argumentation document (How
to convert the Border Vacuum to connect the
neighborhoods around and to reactivate the
space?) and to develop the selected theme to
be further developed is to recollect the ideas,
theories and strategies to integrate urban systems into public spaces presented various authors. The first author to mention is Jane Jacobs within her book “The death and Life of

Great America Cities” where she first defines
the Border Vacuum which is the term I used
to define the site of the Train Station according to Jane Jacobs interpretation. She also explores the idea of visual and physical porosity
to guarantee the continuity in public spaces
in the same book within the chapter “Visual
Order: Its Limitations and Possibilities” which
will allow me to further develop the idea of the
Urban systems integration.
To integrate urban systems the concept of porosity between the public and private spaces
is essential for these systems to be integrated
and interacted with. Therefor the investigation made by the Mag. Luis Armando Durán
Segura, an anthropologist of the Universidad
de Costa Rica, called “Lo Poroso y la Ciudad.
“Denkbilder, Epifanías en Viajes”de Walter
Benjamin”. Luis Durán explores the notion
of porosity as understood by the philosopher
Walter Benjamin.
Finally, another author important in both the
argumentation document and in this theme
is Camilo Osorio through his investigation
called “Las Fronteras Blandas” where he presents the three fundamental principles for the
relation between public and private spaces
as well as the feeling of safety in these public
spaces. The principles being Urban Porosity,
Urban Integration and Urban Mix.
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4.2_ Visual Interrptions

ing around efficiently or through it. Hence the
principle of visual and physical porosity.
Jane Jacobs also recognizes the power and
the opportunities of a visual interruptions.
Indeed, a visual interruption may also catch
the intention within a regular city. Very much
like an advertising billboard on a long straight
street or a parc within a dense urban fabric will
The visual interruptions may be even more ef- break the monotony and may be transformed
fective when the streets presents various flows into a landmark.
such as, vehicular, commercial or pedestrian
creating dead-ends. Jane Jacobs confirms that Such landmark in the city may be powerful as
visual interruptions will not create life and in- an orientation tool, but also to mark diversity
tensity not will they carry the sense of safety in the city. Such concept is very much relatable
and interest for the public and economic op- to the situation of the Station of the Sabana
portunities, as she argues only the four gener- being a visual interruption creating dead-ends
ators of diversity may achieve it (Mixed uses, and the opportunity to become a landmark for
Permeability, Variety in built environment the city by going through this visual interrupand high density to determine character of the tion in order to integrate the urban systems of
city). The authors says that a visual interrup- the neighborhoods around within the site.
tion should not create dead-ends but “Corners”. (Jacobs, 1961)
To achieve the integration of the urban systems into a public space, the work on porosiTherefore when the visual interruption creates ty is understood but the author mentions key
a physical one as well especially one cutting factors when designing the space which are to
off pedestrian, vehicular or economic flows, create a contact between the buildings and the
a solution regarding the visual interruption street, to design attractive public spaces, the
should be considered to find a way for the adequately illuminate the space and to provide
people to reach the inaccessible space by go- generous pedestrian spaces.
Jane Jacobs in her book called “Death and Life
of Great America Cities” explores the concept
of Visual Interruptions where streets may be
interrupted by a number of elements such as
parcs, buildings, bridges, the topography, linear elements such as walls or enclosed area
such as Border Vacuums.

Figure 25: Walls that obstruct visual contact

Figure 26: Attractive Public Space

Figure 27: Millenium Park, Chicago
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4.3_ To Perceive the Porosity

Porosidad hacia
Espacio Publíco

Figure 28: Wall and Porosity towards Public Spaces

The investigation done by the anthropologist
Luis Armando Durán Segura aims to present the notion of porosity as understood by
the German philosopher Walter Benjamin.
Walter Benjamin has explored the principles
of the public life and private life and how the
both mix together to create chaos and disorder
in a theatrical city. Theatrical city is the sense
where everyone obeys to a role to play in the
society and within the development of the city,
similar to the concept of Judith Bulter argued
in her essay “Performative Acts and Gender
Constitutions: An Essay in Phenomenology
and Feminist Theory” where she argues that
everyone is given a role to play at birth in the
society to comply social and cultural standards. With Walter Benjamin, he argues that
the limits between the private and the public are unclear and discontinuous, through
the way they are occupied and used. (Segura,
2013)

Indeed, “Porosity” comes from the Greek poros which means passage or way out understood as a street for instance. It also meatn to
go through something, to pass a line or an area
of union or separation. (Segura, 2013)

The author argues regarding perceiving porosity that it consist in understanding the urban space as a process meaning, to be able to
live the spaces of the city creating connections
as a sort of “Espacio Umbral” where the people are able to perforate within the built environement to break portions of territories to
promote a new form of the city different from
what encourages the separation of uses. Looking at the concept of porosity is very uch relevant as it was mentioned by Jane Jacobs for
better integration of the urban system but it is
also mentioned by Camilo Osorio in his essay
“Las Fronteras Blaandas”. It is also relevant to
the project as we have a situation where the
area to open to the neighborhood has a border
Looking at the terminology of the word “Po- filled with buildings and the porosity through
rosity” is relevant to understand the use of the them is very much a solution adopted.
term and its definition in an urban context.
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4.4_ Porosity, Integration and Urban Mix

Figure 29: The 3 principles of soft borders

Camilo Osorio an architect from the Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña – Barcelona Tech
presented through his thesis called “Las Fronteras Blandas. Una aproximación conceptual
a la seguridad desde la perspectiva del urbanismo” the concept of Fronteras Blandas. This
concept aims to resolve the issues of a border
interrupting the urban continuity and especially the breaking the pedestrian, vehicular
and economic flows that occupy the public
spaces. Very much the situation analyzed with
the site of the Station of the Sabana. Such barriers as identified as well by Jane Jacobs create
limits between the public and private space.
Therefor the concept of the Fronteras Blandas
turns around the urban porosity to remove
dead space and dead-end streets which would
allow the integration and the interaction with
urban systems. The Urban system aimed to be
introduced are the various flows that animate
the city, pedestrian, vehicular, commercial,
economic, transport, etc.

ties” by Jane Jacobs to guarantee visibility of
the public space from the private space by promoting the integration of the urban systems
and once the porosity is achieved the space
will get filled by people and uses.

Las Fronteras Blandas are based around three
key principles, Urban Porosity, Urban Integration and Urban Mix applicable at various
scales.

Urban Mix is understood in different ways
from the definition of the uses of the soil and
buildings, to guarantee a mix of uses. But also,
to guarantee a social mix taking into consideration the proposed residential solutions and
conditions to promote social cohesion and integration. All of this will be facilitated by the
two other principles but the aim is to avoid
social segregation especially relevant in Latin
American cities such as Bogota.

Urban porosity as understood by the concept
of the Fronteras Blandas, means to guarantee the continuity between the access private
spaces from public spaces. Both physical and
visual porosity as we have seen in the chapter
“Visual Order: Its Limitations and Possibili-

Urban integration means to introduce within
the new spaces created by the porosity various
public and private systems, to promote best
the original goal, which is urban continuity to
eliminate dead-ends and useless spaces which
promote insecurity and prevent investments.
The public and private system to be introduced
within the space should be considered at a city
scale to understand the impact of breaking the
urban scar as identified though the analysis of
the site of the Station at various scales. Allowing to promote the integration and especially
the continuity of the urban systems of the city,
from the public transportation, to pedestrian,
cyclist and commercial systems adequate, in
continuity with the city’s strategies.
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4.5_ Colonizing the Border as a Solution to Integrate Urban Systems

Figure 30: Spatial porosity increases interactions between people

Figura 31: Porosity in relation to the built environment
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Through the investigation of the three authors,
I was able to best identify the actual situation
of the site of the Station of the Sabana and its
surroundings and to best start the design process by determining a number of strategies
that would be best efficient for the area thanks
to the theories developed by each author.

jamin allowed me to understand the impact
of the concept in a city and on the people inhabiting the city. Porosity having the power to
create new connections at various scales, especially connections between the private and
public spaces and the way the people attribute
themselves the space.

I can conclude that indeed the site of the station identified as a Border vacuum as understood by jane Jacobs is also a visual interruption promoting urban discontinuity, feeling
of insecurity and breaks the connections between the public and private space. However,
it allowed me to understand the opportunity
such place may offer for the city when converted into a landmark and / or looking at the
notion of Porosity.

Finally through the investigation of Camilo
Osorio, I was able the put together some of the
concept of Jan Jacobs and the notion of Porosity as understood by Walter Benjamin to best
implement the concept of Fronteras Blandas
into the strategies of the project to convert the
Border Vacuum ad how to colonize the border
to promote visual and physical porosity allows
the space to be reactivated with the integration of urban systems and the mix of uses on
the site.

To investigate further the notion of porosity
looking at the understanding of the term in an
urban context of the philosopher Walter Ben-

Figura 32: Urban Integration Comuna 13 Medellín
CO.
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5- Intentions

5.1_ Cultural and Artistic Hub
5.2_ Actors to be involved
5.3_ Infographic
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5.1_ Cultural and Artistic Hub

COORDINACIÓN DE LOS DIVERSOS FUNDACIONES

HUB? HERRAMIENTA DE NETWORKING QUE CONECTA MÚLTIPLES PARTES
U OTRAS REDES JUNTAS

ESCUELAS
EDUCACION

ARTE & CULTURA
LOCAL

PERSONALIDADES
LOCALES

ORGANIZACIONES
JUVENTUD

The intention regarding the project is to convert this Border Vacuum into a cultural and
artistic hub for the various collectives, associations and schools who aim to build a sense of
coexistence and community within the locality Los Martires, through artistic and cultural
interventions.
“En general, los procesos artísticos y culturales
tienen una relación reivindicativa con el territorio. Es decir, las actividades e intervenciones
culturales buscan recuperar, para la localidad
y sus habitantes, escenarios que reconozcan la
diversidad y ofrezcan condiciones de seguridad e inclusión.”- Iniciativas Locales: Sueños y
Relatos para la Transformación Social

In order to convert this Border Vacuum, a
number of strategies should be adopted to
guarantee efficiency and success to provide
adequate public and private spaces for the
community and the future users of the cultural and artistic hub.
Due to the time restrictions to realize the exercise, a master plan will be realized to show
the results of the various strategies within and
around the site of the station of the Sabana and
then to focus on a specific area of the master
plan to develop in major details.
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5.2_ Actors to be involved

Understanding the actors to be involved in order to realize the project is essential in such situation. Indeed, the realization of a large scaled
project requires a large number of actors, financial, political, influential and experts, it is
useful to understand their involvement and
to make the distinction between their interest
in the realization of the project and the power they have in its realization. Hence, Figure
33, represent selected actors within a power/
interest grid, highlighting their relationship,
informal as indirect relationship and formal
as direct relationship to solve issues along the
project’s realization.
We are able to identify three main groups of
actors, Official, regrouping the city hall, elected city representants, who in this case show
little interest in using the site for future project, but have power in its realization, both influential and financial. Group of actors already
Figure 33: Interest/Power Grid

present on site, potential clients, showing high
interest in the future of the site by improving
its conditions and the relationships with the
community. Power of influence and financial
from being clients and users. The third group
being the future users of the site, which is the
selected community to focus the project as
they have showed high interest in using the
space and improving its image for the neighborhood. Finally, additional actors are mentioned to support the groups of actors such
as public transport, private and local entitites,
social leader, etc. The architect in the figure 33
shows various connections with many different actors, as it is often the case in such project
the architect should to create the connections
as well as an adequate urban and architectural
solution to meet with as much as the actors
requirements, may it be economic, environmental, social, cultural and political.
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6- Project Definition

6.1_ Strategies
		Burrying the Train System
		Barrier Permeability
		
Recovery of Abandoned Buildings and Memory Preservation
		
Development of a Gateway System
		
Introduction of New Buildings to Consolidate and Colonize the Border
		
Fluidez entre Espacios Públicos y Privados
		
Coordination between Cultural and Artistic Organizations

6.2_ Program
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6.1_ Strategies

An Underground Train System to Reconnect
the City with the Bogota Savannah by Train

CALLE 19

4

5

COLEGIO NUESTRA SEÑORA
DE LA PRESENTACION

Burying the Train System

3

The new train system that will be introduced underground to re-establish the connections that
were made between the center of Bogota and the municipalities of the Sabana de Bogota. As the
train tracks were the cause of the creation of this border vacuum, as is often the case, the train
tracks create a sudden interruption in the urban continuity and the various flows. There would
then be a vertical relationship between the public spaces, the second floor and the new train
system, but having it underground gives the opportunity to develop an efficient project on the
surface to establish connections and public spaces.
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According to the previous strategies to convert this border vacuum, several accesses to the
site should be identified, all of which would have a different treatment in terms of the level
of accessibility and permeability both physically and visually. Then to open up the space, a
modification of the buildings would be made to facilitate permeability. An important issue is
access control. This will be done by demanding architecture as a filter and without knocking
down the building, but maintaining the structural integrity and modifying part of the internal
distribution and the opening of the facade or the wall around it and giving new functions and
accessibility to various parts of the buildings present on the site.
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SECTION C-C’

The adaptive reuse of the abandoned buildings are essential in the process of converting the
Border Vacuum, it will allow to establish connections between open spaces and buildings
and to start new relationship between the buildings and the city by breaking down the perimeters and opening up new connections. The new uses of the abandoned buildings will reinforce
and complement the program of the cultural and artistic hub by offering generous spaces for
exhibitions, workshops, classes and commercial activities. The interventions should be respectful to the memory of the building for what it represented and for its structurally integrity.
The existing train tracks are important to maintain the memory of the site, hence, they will have
the objective to support the activities proposed in the public space or the buildings around.
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The recovery of both the train tracks and the existing buildings would allow to keep the memory
of what was the site, but also allows to host new functions to complement the activities within
the public space.
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Entrance through buildings opening the
facade but maintaining structural integrity
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The development of a gateway system will be done with the objective of having several access
treatments to the site and through the site. The lot will be divided into three parts with a different treatment. The first part south with a more controlled access by the activity of the buildings
around the public space. The second with a controlled access but more free as there are more
public spaces available for people and the building introduced would serve the public interest.
Finally the northern part, a freer access since we have available an urban forest and the architecture is used to filter people.
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EXHIBITION SPACE
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Colonize the border of the site to consolidate the site with new constructions with an architecture to filter the people who enter, respect the urban fabric around and within the site, as well
as offer interesting public spaces to work on the topography. With respect to the topography of
the site, working on the opportunity of perspective that offers the linearity, so plant buildings
that would change the topography of the site accentuating this perspective of linearity.
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As the new buildings to colonize and consolidate the border will also aim at the integration of
new or existing urban systems, work is done on the typography to propose generous interior
spaces respecting urban conditions and to give continuity to public spaces.
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Development of the main axis through
public spaces, pedestrian ways, low speed
vehicle ways, bicycle ways
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CALLE 19

Fluidity between Public and Private Spaces
Develop axes like a pedestrian street, with a bicycle path and public spaces using the surrounding buildings to complement the space, especially on the second floor. A new street will cross
the site with vehicular access but no priority will be given to cars, the street will be elevated and
unidirectional leaving evidence that the space will be prioritized for bicycles and pedestrians.
To work on this continuity, the profiles of 16th Street on both sides of the site will be modified
to provide more space for pedestrians, the introduction of a bicycle path and tree system, as
well as sufficient exterior space to complement the activities of the buildings.
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The relationship between the new pedestrian street and the buildings, especially on the second
floor, aims to create a gateway system and to have a certain permeability so that people can
move from one public space to another that would have a certain level of privacy.
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users, but also to complement the uses of the surrounding buildings.
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Coordinación entre Organizaciones Culturales y Artísticas
In the management of the site, coordination between the various associations, schools or independent artists is essential, in order to share interior and exterior spaces, as well as the management and control of access to the site. To this end, the spaces must be delimited and suitable for
the uses. An adaptable and flexible architecture should facilitate the process and give users the
opportunity to change and share the space as needed.
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6.2_ Program
A program was developed in order to best support the proposed strategies and to well define
the way to recuperate the existing buildings, how to take advantage of new architecture to
benefit both the new public spaces within the site and it’s accessibility for the community surrounding it. The program also aims to organize the site for the various existing and future users,
such as the Escuela Taller major actor on site that could benefit extra space for exhibitions and
outdoor paces with the opportunity to open it to the public, the circus for visibility and space,
The high school, to create a connection with a new public space and the various buildings to
accommodate the needs of cultural and social collectives as well as to attract the public.
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Site Evolution
Border vacuum and
Opportunity Sites

Gateway System
New Flows

Buildings to be demolished

Cultural and Artistic Hub

Site Entrances

Interior Flow- Section 1

Evolution of the site in several layers, the border vacuum, site opportunities, flows through the
site, buildings to be demolished and modifications.

Gateway system by identified sections

Site Division

Site Entrances

Limited and Regulated Access

Regulated Access and
Public Spaces

Regulated Access, Urban Forest Cultural and Artistic Hub
& Site Consolidation

Division of lots into three parts that have a different treatment.
More controlled access --> freer access

Rotating Doors

Sliding down Doors or Walls

Site entries, location and type of entrance

Interior Flow- Section 2

Interior Flow- Section 3

Simple Openings

Cultural and Artistic Hub
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7- Case Studies
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Management of a Train Station
Train Track Management
Ex-Industrial Site Rehabilitation
Cultural and Artistic Hubs Programs
Synthesis of References
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7.1_ Management of a Train Station
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7.2_ Train Track Management
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7.3_ Ex-Industrial Site Rehabilitation
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7.4_ Cultural and Artistic Hubs Programs
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7.5_ Synthesis of References

ESTACION DE TREN
HIGH SPEED TRAIN
STATION LOGROÑO

Las estaciones de ferrocarril sobre el
suelo
constituyen
una
brusca
interrupción de la continuidad urbana,
dejando un espacio vacío en la ciudad
que a menudo trae consigo la
segregación social. A la inversa, enterrar
las vías con la estación a nivel de la calle
es una oportunidad para desarrollar un
nuevo proyecto que restablezca la
conectividad a áreas no comunicadas,
creando un gran parque público central
en el que el techo de la estación deja su

FLINDERS STREET STATION

El concepto 'Patio dentro de una
estación' busca activar la orilla norte del
río, así como el extremo occidental del
sitio, y mejorar la conexión con
Federation Square; la idea era no solo
hacer de la estación un importante
nodo de transporte dentro de
Melbourne, sino también un nuevo
centro social y cultural de la ciudad
.
Por Eduardo Velasquez, Manuel Pineda and
Santiago Medina

Por Abalos+Sentkiewicz

RIELES DE TREN
HIGHLINE NYC

La propuesta incluye más de una
docena de puntos de acceso al parque
elevado. Cualquiera que sea la entrada
que se active, un componente clave
atraerá a los usuarios a pasar tiempo y
explorar el parque completo. Por
ejemplo, ingrese un poco más allá de la
calle 14 y disfrute de la terraza y la
fuente de agua; ingrese cerca de 23rd St.
para descansar en el césped abierto y los
escalones para sentarse; o ingrese más
allá de la calle 26 para disfrutar del área
de observación.

PARQUE LINEAL FERROCARRIL
DE CUERNAVACA

Generar un parque lineal a modo de
bosque urbano de 4.5 km de longitud
que atraviesa 22 colonias y que
construye
ciudad;
un
espacio
democrático, activo, programátizado,
incluyente, sustentable, conector; un
espacio que contribuya en espíritu de
comunidad y pueda sumar en el
sentimiento de apropiación del espacio
público por la gente.
Por Gaeta-Springall arquitectos

Por James Corner Field Operations con

EJES DE DESARROLLO
OGR TORINO

Soluciones
de
alta
tecnología,
sostenibilidad
medioambiental,
preservación del valor histórico,
para todos, son los principios
inspiradores de la gran reestructuración
y recuperación de las OGR: desde
antiguos talleres de reparación de trenes
hasta nuevos talleres de cultura
contemporánea. , innovación y
aceleración empresarial con vocación
internacional

HUB CULTURAL Y ARTISTICO

798 ART DISTRIC BEIJING

se han transformado en nuevos museos,
galerías y cafés. Los campos en
barbecho y los patios ocultos están
resurgiendo como escenarios para
y otros eventos. Lo que comenzó como
una pequeña colección de estudios y
otros espacios de trabajo ahora se ha
convertido en el tercer destino más
visitado de Beijing, después de la
Ciudad Prohibida y la Gran Muralla.

Por FOR Engineering Architecture

Por Sasaki

El estudio de ambas referencias me permitió tomar una decisión sobre la conectividad con el sitio
Las referencias de la estación de tren se utilizaron no tanto por razones estéticas sino para

El estudio de ambas referencias me permitió tomar una decisión tanto en mantener los raíles del
tren en funcionamiento como en símbolo de la memoria. Como el tren pasa solo cuatro veces al día
por el sitio a baja velocidad, el paso de peatones es aceptable usando un cambio de nivel y
materiales.

artísticos.

“NEW PARISIAN STORIES”
NEW CULTURAL HUB

Revitalización de un depósito de agua
parisino del siglo XIX en un nuevo
centro cultural. Al abordar los
crecientes problemas sociales y la
desigualdad en toda Europa, el
proyecto, titulado “Nuevas historias
parisinas”, promueve la interacción
social en un esfuerzo por crear una
sociedad más integrada y cohesiva. Dos
preguntas principales motivan su
diseño: ¿qué papel puede desempeñar la
arquitectura
para
capturar
las
oportunidades y el potencial de tales
eventos? (Juegos Olympicos) ¿Y cómo
puede la arquitectura mejorar las vidas
de los más bajos de la sociedad y al
mismo tiempo crear espacios sociales y
de simpatía para personas de todos los
idiomas, culturas y edades?
Por

Sebastian

Siggard,

ONZ REPURPOSE
ABANDONED STADIUM

Con la intención de brindar un respiro
del denso tejido urbano que lo rodea,
Green Wings se forma 'enrollando' las
tres esquinas del sitio triangular,
envolviendo y aislando el parque de la
ciudad. Este 'rizado' ocurre a través de
los techos verdes inclinados de tres
instituciones públicas diferentes en cada
esquina: una biblioteca, un museo /
espacio de exhibición y un centro
cultural.
Por ONZ Architects

Neemat

El estudio de ambas referencias me permitió tomar una decisión sobre las funciones de un Hub
Cultural, su accesibilidad, su relación con la calle y la circulación interior.

8- Urban Level Proposal

8.1_ Application of the Strategies
8.2_ Application of the Program

The project was developed by studying the situation at various scales, once
the first initial urban analysis was done, and the area of the Sabana Station
was identified as a Border Vacuum, the objective was to apply the strategies
formulated, so that the entire site would consolidate a program. I believe
that the most efficient way to convert the site and make it beneficial for the
city and the neighborhood is to propose a master plan, with several strategies, that shows the possible impact for the site and its surroundings.
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8.1_ Application of the Strategies

The proposal tries to respect the existing urban condition of the surrounding
neighborhood to establish an urban continuity. Few buildings are demolished only those that have no meaning to maintain the memory of the site
or architecturally.
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Urban Level Proposal
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The master plan aims to illustrate the strategies formulated and how they
can be applied to the site to convert this border gap and formulate a program for the station. An important aspect of the proposal is the identified
vacant buildings or the sites around the station, which in the long term,
could be developed to reinforce the newly developed axes that run through
the site.
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8.2_ Application of the Program

CALLE 19

EDIFICIO DE VIVIENDAS

EDIFICIO DE VIVIENDAS Y
COMERCIOS

ESPACIO EXTRA PARA LA
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COLEGIO NUESTRA SEÑORA
DE LA PRESENTACION

CENTRO POLIVALENTE

GIMNASIO

ESPACIO EXTRA PARA LA
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PARQUE / BOSQUE URBANO

CASA DE INGENIEROS PARA
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ESPACIO COWORKING, TALLERES,
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EDIFICIOS ADMINISTRATIVOS Y
AULAS

TALLERES
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EXPOSICIÓN Y COMERCIAL

EXPOSICIÓN Y COMERCIAL
TALLERES Y AULAS

SKATEPARK

ESPACIO DE COMERCIOS
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OFICINAS ADMINISTRATIVAS
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TALLER DE BOGOTA
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ESTACIÓN DE LA SABANA

ESPACIO PARA EXPOSICIONES
Y EVENTOS
OFICINA DE ADMINISTRACIÓN
DE LA ESTACIÓN DE TREN

ESPACIO DE COMERCIOS,
CREATIVO, EXHIBICIÓN

CALLE 13

PLAZA PUBLICA Y ENTRADA
TREN ESTACIÓN SUBTERRANEA
CALLE PEATONAL Y ESPACIOS
PUBLICOS

The master plan obviously offers an urban and architectural solution to the border gap that will
be converted through the various strategies demonstrated, but it also aims to include a community. A community that is identified in the analysis as one with a desire to build a common
identity for the area while respecting traditions, memory and its population.
The community identified is the one formed by groups of artists, artisans and academics, hence
the site becomes a Cultural and Artistic Hub. To achieve the best coordination of the identified
collectives, artists, schools, etc. a program was developed for the site along with the urban and
architectural solution.
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The master plan proposes several residential buildings to consolidate the site and the surrounding neighborhood, to provide adequate housing solutions for the inhabitants of the neighborhood, and to provide the space to develop alternative ways of living, such as coliving solutions
or housing to support the users of the various activities proposed on the site.
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A museum inside the old train station building seems an appropriate space to maintain and
cultivate the memory of what the site used to be and what it means to the city and the inhabitants of the neighborhood.
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Public spaces are an important aspect of this master plan, which aims to propose a generous
amount of public spaces with various levels of accessibility from the street and from private
spaces. These public spaces are proposed through new developed pedestrian streets, designed
squares, a park and using the typography of the buildings.
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Both in the reuse of buildings on site and in new constructions, the spaces are designed to support educational institutes and collectives that need space for additional classrooms or workshops.
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An important actor already present on the site is Escuela Taller de Bogotá, which is interested
in developing its presence on the site by using the existing buildings and the available space
to develop its projects and its community. The master plan aims to give them the space both
inside and outside to further develop their activity and their contact with the neighborhood by
modifying the perimeter wall to make them more visible.
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To attract both visitors and investors to the site, the introduction of well-designed commercial
spaces along with the public space seems essential. This space is intended to be introduced
within existing buildings to be renovated and new buildings to consolidate the site.
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Another important actor already present on the site is Circo para Todos, as la Escuela Taller
de Bogotá aims to consolidate its presence on the site and its work with the community to promote its work. The master plan proposes a space that is appropriate for the type of activities
they carry out and a visibility that facilitates their contact with the neighborhood.
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Within the site, an area was identified that would be further developed to consolidate the site,
filter access to this site and propose more public space using architecture as a solution. The
identified site will be further developed in the thesis as a multipurpose center, workshop space,
exhibition space and a sports center.
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Within the northern part of the site, a large urban forest is proposed that aims to provide green
public spaces for the neighborhood and highlight the use of the train track for various activities
and the shape of the park while maintaining the memory of what the site used to be.
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Offices and administration spaces are needed to support both companies and collectives, but
also to manage the underground station and its access.

9- Proposal for the Northern Part of the Site

9.1_
9.2_
9.3_
9.4_

The northern part of the site is composed of an urban
forest, a new axis that crosses the site, adaptable reused
buildings and new buildings to consolidate and filter
the people who access the site

Site Access
Urban Forest Park
Flows and Permeability
New Buildings and Functions
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9.1_ ite Access

Once the master plan for the entire site was
made, the focus was on the northern part of
the site. This part of the site was chosen to
be more developed for the urban forest to be
designed, the site identified to introduce new
architecture consolidating the site and colonizing the border, the adaptation of existing
buildings on the site and the development
of public spaces and their relationship to the
neighborhood and private spaces.

the site continuing the flow of cars but with
the opportunity to control traffic by closing
the site at night or for special events, for example.
Second, colonize the border for the high
school site and provide the school with direct
access to the urban park.

Finally, colonize the border and consolidate
the site with the identified area by using the
This part of the site offers more freedom of architecture to filter access to the site while
access and offers various access treatments allowing a certain porosity to promote public
according to its surrounding environment. street space and private spaces.
Firstly, developing a new street that crosses
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9.2_ Urban Forest

The urban forest was designed to provide adequate public green spaces for the city and to
adequately support the activities around that
park. The design of the walking path was born
from the shape of the old train tracks at the
station and to adequately connect the activities with each other.

can be observed from the high points of the
city and be considered as a lung or a landmar
for the city.

The park allows the introduction of some of
the city’s urban systems, such as public spaces, bike paths, informal stores, sports facilities,
etc. Some of these facilities are based on the
The park also aims to provide a raw green old train tracks and the old train structure,
space with a program to intrude a large num- adding a sense of identity by recalling the iniber of trees to preserve the natural quality of tial use of the site.
the area in contrast to its industrial side. This
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9.3_ Flows and Permeability
1
2
3

From the research, I discovered the importance of porosity for public spaces. With porosity
we understand the physical and the visual, the principle was adopted on an urban scale but it
is also adopted in the architectural strategy to promote flows from one space to another with
various levels of privacy working on the typography of the site and high volumes to promote
both visual and physical porosity.

More specifically to the flows, the introduction of the flows inside the park were introduced in
the area with new architecture thanks to the high volumes and the typography of the buildings
that allow the green coverage and the extension of the public spaces. The typography of the
buildings also allows various treatment of the public spaces and the flows at different levels.
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9.4_ New Buildings and Functions

Existing buildings on the site to be renovated
and new buildings are intended to complement one another architecturally and functionally. The structure of the existing building
complements well the new functions of the
restaurants and cafeteria facing the street, the
work spaces and the generous covered space
for events.
The new buildings are intended to complement the existing buildings by expanding the

shape of the industrial area in plan but also in
section. The new buildings also aim to complement the shape of the old train tracks.
The functions are to complement the program
of the cultural and artistic hub, with a multipurpose center, office and workshop building,
exhibition building and a sports center.

10- Architectural Proposal

10.1_ Graphic Report
10.2_ The Project and its Context
10.3_ Concept
10.4_ Plans (Roofs, +1, Ground Floor, -1)
10.5_ Relationship between Buildings
10.6_ Building 1: Polyvalent Center
10.7_ Building 2: Workshops & Offices
10.8_ Building 3: Exhibition Space
10.9_ Building 4: Sport Center
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10.1_ Graphic Report

This graphic account aims to demonstrate the various uses present at the Sabana station site in
accordance with the urban and architectural strategies adopted to convert the border vacuum
that was the site. These new exterior and interior sites were created by modifying the existing
conditions, manipulating the balance between the public and private sites, reusing the abandoned buildings and introducing other new buildings.
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10.2_ The Project and its Context

The architectural approach focused on the four buildings in the area so that the buildings would
complement the design of the park, the strategies formulated to integrate the urban systems
and the relationship between the buildings.
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The architectural solution was designed so that the functions complement each other with
work done in the change of levels, hence the vertical and horizontal connections.
The polyvalent center (Building 1) houses a semi-public space that allows for fluidity between
the public space and the other functions. A theater that embraces well the form and typography
offered by the building. A library that offers an adequate space and light for the users. Finally, a
cafeteria overlooking the library.
The workshop and office building (Building 2) offers several spaces on different levels such as
workshops, offices and semi-public spaces to ensure connections between the site and the park
and to complement the activities.
The exhibition building (Building 3) offers a covered outdoor exhibition space thanks to the
cantilevered architecture and a generous indoor space.
The sports center (Building 4) offers several indoor practice rooms and a multifunctional sports
area outside.
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10.3_ Concept

Continuity of Public Green Space

Permeability

Elevated Volumes

View Points towards the City

Buildings as a Landmark

Continuity of Existing Forms of Construction
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10.4_ Plano

Plan Level +1 - 1:200

Roof Plan - 1:200

Espacio para Eventos

Campo Football

Espacio de Exhibición

Espacio de Exhibición

Espacio para Niños

Centro Deportivo

CRA 17

Talleres de Cocina

Comercios

Asientos al aire libre

Camino Peatonal

Talleres, Oficinas & Comercios

Centro Polivalente
Oficinas

Espacio Publico

Escala 1:200
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The roof plan of the area shows the general
strategies of the area and how the architecture
applies them. The concept of the urban park,
its public spaces and its flows is transferred to
the roof of the new architecture towards the
surrounding neighborhood.

The walkable roofs of the buildings along Carrera 17, offer a continuity in the public spaces,
with informal spaces for the amphitheater’s
exterior space, green spaces, agriculture, rest
and viewpoints to the city.
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10 (m)

The new architecture with a level above street
level are those that border the park and act as
elements to maintain the structure of the existing buildings on the site. The workshop and
office building, at street level (+4m) interacts

with the ground level with offices and kitchen workshops. The exhibition building offers a
large exhibition space with an interesting play
of natural light.
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Plan Level -1 - 1:200
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At the street level, the aim is to highlight the
various flows that pass through the buildings
and sometimes over them to ensure permeability between public spaces, semi-public
spaces and private spaces.
The multipurpose center at street level offers
two types of entrances to access the lower level
through a ramp or stairs. It also offers a cafeteria overlooking the library and is directly
related to the building’s cafeteria with workshops and offices.

The building with workshops and offices, allows to control and maintain the continuity of
the flow from the multipurpose center to the
park.
The building for the exhibitions on the first
floor offers an open space for the public to enjoy the architecture and the exhibitions.
The street-level sports center offers a public
space with a walkable roof and access to the
lower level with outdoor sports and practice
rooms.
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The plan below street level offers several spaces according to the designed program, often
with a generous height space thanks to the typography of the buildings that fit properly to
the functions.
The multipurpose center offers a semi-public
space connecting a library and a theater.

The building for workshops and offices, offers
spaces for workshops with the possibility of
adapting the spaces to various craft or artistic
uses.
Finally, the sports center, at this level, offers
several indoor sports practice rooms and an
outdoor space for outdoor sports.
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Sun Analysis
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on the roof where people can use them as a
viewpoint towards the city and a solution for
light to enter the building. Or the exhibition
building where light would be needed for the
exhibition space but using a diffuser in referIn fact, as the trajectory of the sun in Bogotá ence to the solution adopted by Louis Khan at
is often higher in the sky, understanding the the Kimbell Museum.
shadows created by the new architecture helps
me locate various skylights on the roofs along Finally, the study of light also allowed me to
with solutions for user interaction. For exam- confirm the materials of the building with an
ple, for the multipurpose center, the library’s often large use of curtain walls for the facade
need for light is important for the reading and in order to take advantage of as much light as
study area, hence the solution of using steps possible.
The analysis of the sun was an important step
in the design of both the architecture and
the layout of the buildings according to the
amount of light needed for the functions.
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10.5_ Relationship between Buildings
B
A

C

Section A
Calle Peatonal
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Cafeteira
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These sections are scaled to 1:200, and are intended to show the architectural and physical
relationship between the new buildings designed on the site. For example, in Section A, the
new architecture planned at the new site aims to continue the shape of the existing buildings,
leaving the second floor free for public space support and allowing permeability from one to
another. Section A shows the elevated volumes with the first floor free for circulation.
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Section B shows the relationship between the workshop and office building with the polyvalent
center where we can see the flow from one building to another, passing through the first floor
to the roof of the other converted into public space. The section passes through the center of
the workshop and office buildings to show the generous height offered by the suspended height
and the theater of the multipurpose center.
Section C, shows the relationship between the multipurpose center and the sports center where
the relationship here is shown through the flows of continuity offered by the typography of
the roofs converted into public space. The section passes through the semi-public space of the
polyvalent center and the practice rooms of the sports center.
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10.6_ Building 1: Polyvalent Center

General Axonometry

The general axonometry allows me to illustrate the finished building and the aim of making
the roof a public space where various activities can be carried out according to the needs of the
users from the cultivation of urban agriculture, informal seating, views towards the city, etc.
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Exploded Axonometry
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The section shows the theater with its entrance, the semi-public space and the green public
space that is the roof. The structure of the building is important to mention, since the objective
was to support the big spans and to support the false ceiling that a theater requires for aesthetic
and acoustic reasons.
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The section crosses the building to show the theater, the library and the access ramp to the
building along with the contrast offered by the activities on the roof. The cut also shows the
interesting structure offered by the building to support the passable roof that will be detailed
later.
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The Section shows the library in relation to the street-level cafeteria and the semi-public space
of the polyvalent center. The library was designed to have natural light available thanks to the
curtain walls of the facade. The solution adopted to have natural light in the building thanks to
the roof steps that work as points of view towards the center of the city and the skylight for the
library.
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Roof Details - 1 - Polyvalent Center
Tierra
Gravel
Impermeabilización
Aislante
Barrera de Vapor

1

Hormigón

Materials

Steel Deck

Estructura Secundaria - Vigas celulares
Estructura Primaria - Trusses

Roof Details - 2 - Polyvalent Center
Tierra
Gravel
Impermeabilización
Aislante
Barrera de Vapor
Hormigón
Steel Deck

Estructura Secundaria
- Vigas celulares

The materiality of the building is important to mention and shapes the impact of the building on the site and its surroundings. For the multipurpose center, three main materials stand
out, the green roof made of grass to highlight the idea of having the park present on the site
continuing on the roof. The curtain walls to allow visual permeability of the public spaces and
maximum natural light in the interior spaces. Finally, concrete for the walls.

Estructura Primaria
- Trusses

2
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In the theatre

3D Section - Library

On the green roof
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10.7_ Building 2: Workshops & Offices

General Axonometry

The general axonometry allows me to illustrate the finished building with the aim of having an
elevated building with a permeable first floor level. The structure of the building has proven to
be original and interesting to achieve generous spaces within the building.
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The Section shows the generous space available in the center of the building that works as a
semi-public space, which distributes to the workshops the places and the visual interaction
with the structure of the building and the spaces of the second floor.
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The cut also shows the semi-public space in relation to the workshop space and the structure
of the building as a memory of what the building and the site used to be through industrial
elements.
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Roof Details - 1 - Workshops & Offices

1

Materials

The materiality of the building is important for the architecture of this building, the highlight
of the elevated building the material chosen is zinc for the coating with a steel structure on a
base of concrete walls and curtain walls.

Esctructura

Revestimieno Zinc

Yeso

Impermeabilización

Estructura del Techo
- Steel Truss

Aislante

Truss Howe

Tensores

To achieve the objective of having a large open space inside the building without too many columns interrupting the space, the solution was to have a Truss Howe system over the building,
for the large span, allowing to minimize the amount of columns needed in the center of the
span.
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In the semi-public space
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10.8_ Building 3: Exhibition Space

General Axonometry

The general axonometry allows me to illustrate the finished building with the aim of having an
elevated building with a permeable first floor level. The building aims to follow both the shape
of the old railway track and the urban park and the shape of the roof of the buildings on the site.
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The Section allows us to see the relationship between the first floor and the second floor, as
well as the solution adopted to introduce natural light through the skylights with a diffuser
throughout the building.
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The section shows the objective of leaving the first floor free for outdoor display but covered
for users to have direct contact with the building. The upper interior space is dedicated to an
exhibition space where natural light is introduced through skylights and a diffuser suitable for
exhibition sites. The solution was inspired by Louis Khan and the Kimbell Museum.
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Roof Details - 1 - Exhibition Space
1

Materials

Vidrio
Aislante
Estructura
Yeso

Difusor
de luz
Estructura
de acero
Luz
Zinc
Impermeabilización

Like the workshop and office building, the building aims to highlight a floating volume covered
with zinc cladding, while having transparent glass skylights with a concrete wall base.

Here are the details of the light entry for the exhibition space, inspired by Louis Kahn’s Kimbell
Museum, a steel structure is fixed to hold the extra artificial light but mainly a fabric that will
diffuse the light in the space, suitable for such a function.
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Outdoot covered space

3D Section - Exhibition Space

In the Exhibition space
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10.9_ Building 4: Sport Cente

Axonometría General - Centro Deportivo

The general axonometry allows me to illustrate the finished building and the goal of making
the roof a public space where various activities can be carried out according to the needs of the
users.
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Section A - Long Section - Sport Center
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The section goes through the practice rooms, partly underground allowing easier control of
temperature and light with generous heights. The visible structure of the building is interesting
for its use to support the walkable green roof, but it could also serve to benefit the activities
inside the building.
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The structure of the building is composed of steel trusses as a primary structure, and a secondary structure with perforated steel beams, which makes it lighter and can be used to support
and cross the technical systems of the building.
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Roof Details - 1 - Sport Center
1

Materials

Tierra
Gravel
Impermeabilización
Aislante
Barrera de Vapor
Hormigón
Steel Deck

Estructura Secundaria - Vigas celulares

Estructura Primaria - Trusses

The materiality of the building is important to mention and shapes the impact of the building
on the site and its surroundings. For the sports center, three main materials stand out, the green
roof made of grass to highlight the idea of having the park present on the site continuing on the
roof. The curtain walls to allow visual permeability from public spaces and maximum natural
light in the interior spaces. Finally, concrete for the walls.
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In the Outdoor Sport Space

3D Section - Block Zone

In the practice rooms

11- Conclusion

The site of the station of the Sabana identified
as Border Vacuum according to the definition
given by Jane Jacobs, proved the scar it is in
its urban context and how it affected the city
and its immediate neighborhood. The investigation aimed to demonstrate the effect of such
area when closed and abandoned in order to
propose strategies to solve the degradation of
the heritage and the neighborhood in general, to solve the feeling of insecurities and the
lack of services in the surrounding neighborhoods. Looking at the original hypothesis of
the investigation, being, that through various
strategies to convert the border vacuum such
as burying the train system, permeabilizing
the barrier, recovering abandoned buildings,
developing an entrance system, introducing
new buildings to consolidate and colonize the
border, the fluidity between public and private
spaces and the coordination of local cultural
and artistic organizations, can generate new
urban and economic dynamics for the site and
its surroundings. Both the investigation done
using various bibliographic references and the
architectural proposal proved this hypothesis
to be a possible solution for the site of the station of the Sabana and applicable at various
scales, from applying it to the entire site to applying it to a specific area of the site.

in order to convert this border vacuum by developing a mega project without taking into
account the memory of the site, or punctual
interventions within the site but I believe the
solution presented in this investigation is one
taking into consideration and respecting the
memory of what the site used to be, the current users of the site and potential new users
acting in the neighborhood, economic benefits, the continuity of the urban systems and
a respect in the continuity of the urban fabric
and form that the city of Bogota has to offer.

I enjoyed investigating and designing an urban
as well as an architectural solution for the site
of the Sabana train station in Bogota, however,
I believe an investigation can always be further
developed and if I had the time and the opportunity to keep investigating I would look at
the application of the developed strategies in a
different area of the site in order to study the
impact and if the results are satisfying, such
as the adaptive reuse of the buildings on site.
I would also like to have the opportunity to
explore the idea of developing the project into
the sites of opportunities identified around
the site of the station of the Sabana, in order to
further develop their role and connections between the main site and the neighborhood. Finally, for future research possibilities, I would
Of course, the solution I offer through this in- be interested in looking at the application of
vestigation may not be the only possible one the developed strategies on another site withfor the site, some may take a different approach in another urban context.
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